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Welcome to the St. George Children’s Center! With over 30 years of experience in the early 
childhood education field, our team offers unique educational programming that is tailored to 
meet your child’s needs at every stage of development. 

The St. George Children’s Center is a non-profit organization that is run by a volunteer board of 
directors. The board was founded under the philosophy of that each child is unique. We are 
committed to providing quality care in a relaxed atmosphere where the children can explore 
and learn. 

It is our intention to create a warm, caring, pleasant and nurturing environment, where your 
child will feel happy, safe, accepted and be valued for him/herself. 

We offer age-appropriate programs that are stimulating and provide the children with many 
opportunities to practice and develop different skills.  

 

 

St. George Children’s Center Program Statement  

The St. George Children’s Center offers a learning program that is consistent with the Ministry 

of Education policies and pedagogy. Our programs are focused on play-based learning.  All 

children learn by pursuing their own personal interests. Children have opportunities to make 

their own choices about activities. No child is forced to participate in an activity that does not 

interest them.  Giving the children a choice gives the children the ability to explore, problem 

solve and interact with fellow peers as well as gain independence. 

The St. George Children’s Center recognizes that each child is unique and bring forth his or her 

own abilities to the program and deserve the encouragement and space to try new things, 

explore new ideas and develop their own unique creativity. 

We provide a positive environment that fosters curiosity and exploration. We believe that every 

child deserves a safe and caring environment, a place that feels like a second home. We 

understand the importance of a child’s stage of development.  Each child is unique, the factors 

that contribute to their development are family, community and life experiences.  All children 

are integrated into our program no matter what development stage they are at. 

The goals for our children are consistent with the Ministry of Education pedagogy, including the 
following.                                                                                                                                           

- Every child has a sense of belonging when he or she is connected to other and contributes 

to their world. 

- Every child is developing a sense of self, health and well-being. 

- Every child is an active and engaged learner who explores the world with body, mind and 

senses. 

- Every child is capable communicator who expresses himself or herself in many ways. 



 

The children’s interest are valuable to their learning and we offer a wide variety for them to 

experience. 

- Language and literacy 

- Nature and science 

- Drama, music and dance 

- Construction and design 

- Daily opportunities for physical activities 

- Opportunities for school-age children to work on their homework 

- Rest time for children, children who need the rest can sleep, awake children will have 

stories and toys to manipulate. 

Our programs are designed to: 

- Encourage the children to communicate and interact in a positive way  

- Give the children the ability to self-regulate 

- Foster the children’s exploration, play and interests 

- Provide the child the opportunity to initiate experiences with adult-support when needed 

- Offer opportunities to create lasting relationships with other peers in the program 

Health, safety, nutrition and well-being of children 

We know that the early years set the foundation for the children’s health and well-being. 

- A child’s brain is shaped by their interaction and relationships with their parents and 

significant others in their life.  Early brain development is stimulated through experiences 

and interactions. 

We know that the first step in establishing and nurturing health, safety and well-being for the 

children in our program is through the relationships and connections they make with our 

program staff, volunteers and students on placements.   

The following are more examples of how we promote well-being in our program. 

Health and Safety - as a licensed childcare center, the St. George Children’s Center meets and 

exceeds all health and safety requirements from the Ministry of Education and the Brant 

County Health Unit.  Any information related to health and safety is posted outside of the 

classrooms, as well as on the parent information boards.  You can speak to any staff member to 

view our complete health and safety policies and protocols. 

Nutrition- the St. George Children’s Center has developed menus for the program that are both 

nutritional and appealing to the children.  We shop locally to support our community. Our 

menus follow Canada’s Food Guide, adaptions to lunches are made for children with food 

allergies and sensitivities.  Complete menus are posted at the top of the stairs and snack menus are 

posted outside of each school age classroom for parents to view. 



 

Relationships among children, families, staff and community  

The St. George Children’s Center holds our relationship with our community partners in the 

highest regards. We are committed to working together as we strive to achieve our mutual goal 

of providing the best possible childcare to all of our families. 

We strive to promote a sense of belonging for the children and their families in our programs 

by creating trusting, positive interactions with all families and extended family. 

Every child is given the opportunity to develop personal responsibility, social skills and to learn 

the proper way to problem solve.  The best way to learn this skill is through modeled behavior 

and trial and error. 

The skills of conflict resolution are important to lifelong learning.  We encourage the children to 

come up with ideas and solutions to problems that may arise, using their words to explain their 

feelings and in turn listening to how their peer may be feeling as well.  Children are encouraged 

to be active participants in resolving conflict.  Staff members will monitor situations and assist 

when needed. 

Positive self-expression, communication and self-regulation 

At the St. George Children’s Center, our inclusive programming leads to every building a sense 

of belonging.  We strive to create positive learning environments and experiences, focusing on 

active play learning - thus encouraging positive communication, self-expression and the ability 

to self-regulate. 

In our inclusive learning environments, we welcome children of all abilities.  We respect 

diversity, equality.  Inclusion is vital for optimal development and learning.  These are some 

ways in which we create an inclusive environment in our programs. 

- Recognize each child as having the right to participate in program activities, trips and 

special events. 

- Recognize and respect the unique qualities of each child and family, the family environment 

and developmental abilities and needs. 

- Plan and execute programming strategies to foster an inclusive learning environment in 

which every child can fully participate.    

Our program focuses on the theory of children learning best through play.  When children are 

manipulating objects, acting out roles or experimenting with different materials they are 

engaged in learning.  Play allows them to actively construct, challenge and expand their own 

understanding of how things work.  When children are in play they investigate, ask questions, 

problem solve and engage in critical thinking.  Play is responsive to each child’s unique style of 

learning and capitalizes on his or her curiosity and creativity. 

Our program also supports children’s ability to self-regulate.  When children are calm and alert 

they can regulate their emotions better, pay attention, ignore distractions, resist impulses, and 



 

understand the consequences of their actions.  This is an ongoing process that is different with 

every child. 

Rest and Rejuvenate 

At the St. George Children’s Center we believe that every child is entitled to have a rest period.  

The toddler/ preschool children have the opportunity for rest time on a cot with a blanket and 

stuffed animal. Quiet music will be played and staff will be there to help the children relax. (Ex. 

Back rubs and quiet conversations) the children who do not rest will have the opportunity to 

play in the opposite room with toys and quiet activities. 

For our school age children, a quiet area has been designated in all rooms, the children may sit 

quietly with books or quiet activities of their choice.  Homework tables are also available for the 

children as we realize that with extra activities in the evening this may be difficult for families to 

complete. 

Parent engagement and communication 

Our goal at the St. George Children’s Center is to foster, engage and communicate with our 

families about the program and their child’s learning experiences.  We believe that the families 

know their children the best, sharing knowledge between us is crucial for a child’s success. 

We believe that all families have the right to affordable, safe, reliable, high quality licensed 

childcare.  This ensuring the parents a peace of mind while the children are in our care.  

Respect, care, empathy and trust are core values in all interaction that we have with our 

families. 

We know that having a positive partnership with the families will help our program meet the 

needs of all the children.  Families form the foundation for a child’s early development. 

In addition to daily interaction with program staff, we offer parents the opportunity for 

feedback.  Whether this be through parent surveys or communication books, emails and letters.  

We use our parent feedback to make our program the best it can be. 

Community Partners 

The St. George Children’s Center strives to have a positive relationship with our community.  

We support our local businesses by purchasing as many products in town as possible.   

For example  

- We use the local grocery store for groceries, the local hardware store for materials and the 

local flower shop for flower deliveries.   

- We make regular donations to the community to assist with sporting events and 

fundraising. 



 

- We keep in close personal relationship with the Elementary school that is located behind 

the Center, assisting the teachers in the placement of our children’s classes. 

- When we have major events at the Centre it is open to our community members. 

- Collaborating with local high schools and community colleges to provide opportunities for 

students to learn and grow through placements and volunteering. 

- Collaborating with Lansdowne, Ontario Early Years Centre, Woodview, Contact Brant and 

all organizations that can further develop our staffs knowledge and be informative and 

assist families with all of their child’s needs. 

Supporting staff in continuous professional learning 

At the St. George Children’s Center we are committed to hiring, training and fairly 

compensating our staff. We only hire staff that have a positive and caring attitude towards 

children.  We have a non-discriminatory hiring practice that provides all individuals the 

opportunity for employment.  We believe that all of our staff are entitled to be treated with 

respect, support and fairly. 

Staff plan for and create positive learning environments and experiences in which each child’s 

learning and development will be supported. 

At the St. George Children’s Center we believe that knowledgeable and early childhood 

educators will 

- Recognize and support the unique abilities, needs and characteristics of each child and 

their family. 

- Engage alongside the children as they learn to explore and manipulate their surroundings. 

- Provoke children’s thinking, create meaningful programs and guide positive interactions 

with the children and families. 

- Knowing when to stand back and allow the children to explore, self-regulate, and problem 

solve. 

- Engage in new practices and learning experiences, both individually and with colleagues. 

Continuous professional learning is vital in the field of childcare whether this is through 

courses, lectures and seminars that our staff do on a continuous basis, we also recognize that 

day to day growth happens.  We learn from the children as well as fellow staff members.  Our 

greatest assets are reflection, knowing the children needs and abilities as well as feedback from 

fellow employees and the director. 

At the St. George Children’s Center we understand that pedagogical documentation is a way for 

our program staff to understand about how children think and learn.  We will strive to continue 

learning more about the pedagogy theories and how we can implement it into our program 

through documentation and observation.  The documentations will be shared with the family so 

as a team we can work together to provide their child with a solid foundation to grow and 

learn. 



 

Description of Programs Offered 

The St. George Children’s Center (SGCC) offers a variety of programs designed to assist the 

parents and promote the best care possible to each child. 

The programs are as follows 

Fulltime Care – this program is offered to toddler/ preschool families that need care on a daily 

basis full time 

JK/SK Program Before and After School Program – This program is offered to families that 

require both before and after school care for their children that are in JK/SK. 

JK/SK Program Before or After School Program – This program is offered to families that are 

requiring just before school care or just after school care. 

JK/SK PA day or Holiday (full day program) – This program is offered to families of our JK/SK 

program that require a full day of care when the Public School is closed. 

School Age Before and After School program – This program is offered to families that require 

both before and after school care for their children.  Children entering grade 1 up to grade 4 or 

9 years of age. The children 9 till 12 years of age will be attending child care at the St George 

School Aged Center, located within the St George German School, and is operated by the St. 

George Children’s Center.  

School Age Before or After School Program – This program is offered to families that are 

requiring just before school care or just after school care. Children entering grade 1 up to grade 

4 or 9 years of age. The children 9 till 12 years of age will be attending child care at the St 

George School Aged Center, located within the St George German School, and is operated by 

the St. George Children’s Center.  

School Age PA day or Holiday (full day program) – This program is offered to families of our 

School Age program that are requiring a full day of care when the Public School is closed. This 

program will be offered as well for the 9-12 years of age at the St. George German School. 

 

The hours of operation for the Center is 7:00 am until 5:30 pm. 

All children participating in the full day programs need to ensure they arrive by 9:30 a.m. This 

ensures they are in attendance to participate in the large portion of our learning program that 

occurs in the morning.   

 

 



 

Enrollment Policies and Procedures  

Fee Payment 

St. George Children’s Center is enrolled in the CWELCC – Canada Wide Early Learning and Child 

Care program.  Please see the fees listed below to reflect the reduced childcare cost. If you 

need more information please see  

https://www.ontario.ca/page/canada-ontario-early-years-and-child-care-agreement#section-3 

This is a program that aims:  

-  to give families access to more affordable and high-quality child care options 

- Help lower child care fees for parents of children under the age of six 

- Increase child care spaces and support inclusive child care  

- Support the child care workforce 

 

AGE GROUP  

PRESENT RATE 

Per Day 

RATE AS OF NOV 1, 2022 

Per Day 

 

RATE AS OF JAN 1, 

2023 

Per Day 

        

TODDLER $47.00 $35.25 $23.50 

PRESCHOOLER $35.83 $26.87 $17.92 

JK/SK BEFORE SCHOOL ONLY  $9.75 $9.75 $9.75 

JK/SK AFTER SCHOOL ONLY  $10.60 $10.60 $10.60 

JK/SK BEFORE AND AFTER $19.50 $14.63 $12.00 

JK/SK FULL DAY $37.95 $28.46 $18.98 

JK/SK CAMP $40.00 $30.00 $20.00 

SCHOOL AGED UNDER  6 BEFORE SCHOOL ONLY $9.54 $9.54 n/a 

SCHOOL AGED UNDER 6 AFTER SCHOOL ONLY  $10.40 $10.40 n/a 

SCHOOL AGED UNDER 6 BEFORE AND AFTER  $17.17 $12.88 n/a 

SCHOOL AGED UNDER 6 FULL DAY  $36.47 $27.35                                     n/a 

SCHOOL AGED UNDER 6 CAMP $40.00 $30.00 n/a 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/canada-ontario-early-years-and-child-care-agreement#section-3


 

        

 

 

Our School Aged rates for children over 6 years of age are: 

Before OR After School: $12.00 per day  

Before and After School : $ 18.50 per day  

Full Day PD Day : $38.00 per day  

Camp : $40.00 per day  

Pick up after 5:30 pm                                                $1.00 per minute 

N.S.F  fees                                                                     $45.00 

  

These fees are a base fee. 

 

Fee Collection Policy  

As a non-profit organization, the St. George Children’s Center strives to provide affordable 

childcare for our families. Fees are collected on a bi weekly basis. Information is sent out to the 

parents in regards to payment schedules, fee amount etc.  

Payments for child care are automatic withdraw. 

The St George Children’s Center is a five day a week program.  If your child is attending part 

time in the Toddler/ Preschool Program and sharing a spot with another family there are some 

conditions.  If the family you are sharing the spot with decides to leave the program you will 

have the option of attending full time or leaving the program as we are a five day week 

program. 

N.S.F payments are subject to a $45.00 fee. 

Please note that regular payments are due from September – June.  Payment is required if 

you are taking vacation or your child is not in attendance due to illness. 

                                                                                                                                                                    

Admission and Attendance 

All families are encouraged to visit the Center before their scheduled start date, this makes the 

transition much easier for the child and parents.  As we want everyone to have the best 

experience possible.  

All children are expected to attend on their scheduled days.  If the child is not going to be in 

attendance we ask parents to please call or email the center to let the staff know, as well as 

explaining the reason for the absence. 



 

It is the parent’s responsibility to present their child directly to a staff member each day.  The 

Center assumes responsibility only after knowingly accepting the child into the program. 

It is preferred that only the parents and authorized adults stated on the pick-up list noted in 

your registration package pick up the children, if an emergency arises and you or the listed 

people are not able to pick up we ask that you call or email the Center informing the staff of 

whom will be picking up.  Please note that I.D will need to be shown before the child can be 

released (e.g. Driver’s License) 

 

Notice of Withdrawal 

We understand that circumstances arise and parents have to remove their child from the 

program.  Parents are required to give the SGCC two weeks written notice for withdrawal.  

Every situation is evaluated and a meeting with the Executive Director will be made if two 

weeks’ notice cannot be given.  The Executive Director will decide if the two weeks’ notice can 

be waived. 

Should your circumstances change and care is needed retention of placement in the program is 

not guaranteed.  The Center will do everything possible to assist your family in their needs 

whether it is to let you know what days are available or placing the family on a waiting list. 

Holidays and Vacations 

The toddler and preschool program is a 52 week payable program.  If you are wishing to take 

vacation you will be entitled to a maximum of 2 weeks’ vacation throughout the calendar year. 

You will not have to pay your fees as long as 2 weeks’ notice of vacation is given.   This is to 

ensure time to adjust your billing. The weeks need to be used in 1 or 2 week blocks.  

If you are not wishing to enroll your child for the summer months in the preschool program, 

you will be required to add your name to onelist for September care.  There is no guarantee 

placement will be accommodated. 

The JK/SK and school age programs will be billed at the daily rate from September to June (the 

school year).  In the summer months July and August you will be required to sign up for the 

weeks of care you are needing and will be billed accordingly. 

 

The Center will be closed on the following days: 

 

New Year’s Day                                            Thanksgiving Day 

Family Day                                                     Christmas Day 



 

Good Friday                                                   Boxing Day 

Victoria Day                                                   Canada Day 

Civic Holiday                                                  Labor Day 

**Christmas Eve day and New Year’s Eve day are subject to change 

Medical Health  

The St. George Children’s Center is a well child care center.  Please understand that it is for your 

child’s protection that we ask that if your child is unwell or showing symptoms of ill health that 

you do not bring them into the Center.  If a child becomes unwell throughout the day and is 

unable to function normally we will contact parents at work or emergency contacts to come 

pick up the child within a reasonable amount of time.  The child will be brought to the office to 

await parent/guardian and be kept comfortable as well as protecting the other children in our 

care. 

The St. George Children’s Center reserves the right to refuse the acceptance of a seriously ill 

child particularly those who are in an infectious state. 

Daily health check records are kept on file for each child.  For the protection of other children 

and staff no children should be attending Daycare or can be sent home if they have the 

following: 

 

 

 

 

Administration of 

Medication 

Any medication to 

be administered at 

the Centre to a non-

infectious child 

must be in the 

original container.  A medication sheet will be given to the parents to outline how the medication 

is to be distributed, storage instructions, time and dates.  Medication will only be administered by 

a RECE. 

Please ask a staff member if you would like to see our policy on Non-prescription and 

Prescription medications.  

1.  Fever (101.0 or over)  

  
 

2.  Inflammation of eyes (pink eye etc.) 

  

 

  

3.  Vomiting 

  

 

  

4.  If the child is not able to participate in the daily         

     program due to illness 

  

 

  

5. Pediculosis (Head Lice) 

 

6. Diarrhea (2 times) 

  

7. Unidentified Rash  

 



 

EXCLUSION 

At times your child may be asked to stay home with an illness until such time that they are no 

longer infectious to other children and staff.  Some exclusions include……… 

Diarrhea After 24 hours since last diarrhea bowel 

movement. 

 
Vomiting Vomiting is easily spread, so your child 

should stay home from childcare until there's 

been no vomiting for at least 24 hours.  If 

more than three children are vomiting at the 

Center, this is considered an outbreak and the 

children will need to stay home for 48 hours. 

 
Pinkeye Your child can return to childcare 24 hours 

after starting antibiotic treatment 

 
Strep Throat, Scarlet Fever Your child can return to childcare 24 hours 

after antibiotics are started.  Child is feeling 

well enough to participate in program 

 
Impetigo Your child can return to childcare 24 hours 

after starting antibiotic treatment 

 
Pediculosis (Head Lice) 

 

 After treatment and child is Nit free 

 

                                                                                                                                                           Cont. 

 

Accident Reports 

Accident reports are filled out for a child when there is a minor accident while attending the 

Centre. The accident reports are a non-medical emergency and the child does not need to be 

seen by the families’ physician.   The parents, teacher and supervisor will sign the accident 

report.   Two copies of the report are made, one for the parents and the other for the Centre to 

keep in the child’s file. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Safety 



 

To ensure the safety of the children, families and staff a fire drill will be conducted on a 

monthly basis for each program, familiarizing the children with the procedure and to enable 

staff to practice their assigned duties. 

In the event of a fire all children and staff will meet at a previously discussed signed 

destination.  All children will be accounted for and kept safe. 

Any adult spending time in the program staff or otherwise must have a criminal reference 

check with a vulnerable sector.   

All staff are bound by law to report to the appropriate authorities any sign s of abuse observed 

or suspected. 

The playground will be inspected on a daily basis as per our Playground Safety Policy which 

upholds all CSA standards.  A monthly, seasonal and annual report is kept on file.  Any 

infractions will be addressed immediately. 

All toys and equipment are inspected for broken or unsafe condition on an ongoing basis and 

staff consistently scan play areas to avert dangerous situations. 

If you would like to view the above mentioned policy please ask a staff member. 

Children are expected to use walking feet and are consistently reminded of the space we share 

with our friends. 

 

Emergency Management Policy 

At the St. George Children’s Center we have an extensive Emergency Policy.  In the event of an 

emergency parents will be notified by phone or email as soon as safely possible. 

Clothing/ Personal Belongings 

Please remember to dress your child in loose fitting clothing that permits freedom of 

movement and will not be ruined by the materials used to create their beautiful works of art.   

For inside play Velcro rubber-soled shoes are best for the children, this will help to promote 

self-help skills.  Most families find it easier to purchase an inexpensive pair of indoor shoes that 

can stay at the Centre in the winter months.  Please no crocs or flip flops. The reason for the 

shoes inside is two-fold.  Safety first – traction on carpets and flooring as opposed to stocking 

feet.  Secondly, if we had to evacuate the building quickly shoes provide sufficient protection 

outdoors. 

Outside play is a very important part of our daily routine in the morning and afternoon.   



 

Children need seasonal protection from the elements including sunscreen and a hat in the 

summer.  In the winter the children will need a warm hat, waterproof mittens, winter coat, 

snow pants and a warm pair of boots. 

Please make sure that your child’s belongings are clearly marked.                                           

Discipline and Guiding Children’s Behavior 

It is our goal that our Behavior Guidance and management Policy will ensure a safe and secure 

environment where quality care and respect for the individual needs for the children are our 

primary importance. 

The philosophy of the St. George children’s Center stresses the importance of teaching children 

self-discipline and self-regulation.  Children are never discourage from expressing their feelings; 

instead they are taught how to express themselves constructively.  Children are encouraged to 

verbalize their aggression, rather than to resort to physical action.  However, if a child does 

resort to physical aggression/violence the situation is discussed with them and the child is 

redirected to a different activity or part of the room. 

The Center practices 1, 2, 3 magic with the children.  This gives the children the opportunity to 

control the situation and the outcome.  The child has two reminders that the behavior is not 

appropriate and on the third warning they will be finished with the activity and will need to find 

something different to do. 

Under no circumstances will there be any form of corporal punishment (physical violence         

such as hitting, spanking, kicking, pushing, shoving, grabbing or squeezing) 

No deliberate harsh or degrading treatment that would humiliate or undermine a child’s self-

respect. 

No abusive language, yelling, screaming or threats. 

Depriving or denying children any basic needs (e.g. food, shelter, clothing or bedding) 

Confining or locking a child away. 

A child will never be left unattended. 

Meal/Snacks 

In compliance with the Ministry of Education and the guidance of the Brant County Health Unit, 

a balanced diet is planned, prepared and served daily. 

A record of allergies are posted throughout the Centre and in the kitchen and care is taken to 

meet each child’s needs. 

Our Centre is a Peanut/Tree nut free facility.  This includes all nut/tree nut milks etc. 



 

The children are never forced to eat, but always encouraged to try everything. 

A group of 4-7 children at the lunch table is a perfect time to prompt conversation with peers 

and the attending adult, resulting in expanded vocabulary and positive language development, 

as well as practicing our manners. 

Children gain self-confidence through serving themselves, pouring drinks and assisting with 

general clean up after. 

All children are supplied lunch at the center, no brown bag lunches are brought in. 

• In cases where a child has food allergies and the meals and snacks provided by the child 

care centre cannot meet the child’s needs, ask the child’s parent to supply snacks/meals for 

their child. All written instructions for diet provided by a parent will be implemented. 

• Ensure that parents label food brought to the childcare centre with the child’s full name and 

the date the food arrived at the childcare center, and that parent advise of all ingredients. 

• Where food is provided from home for children, ensure that appropriate supervision of 

children is maintained so that food is not shared or exchanged.  

• Encourage parents who serve foods containing allergens at home to ensure their child has 

been rid of the allergens prior to attending the child care centre (e.g. by thoroughly washing 

hands, brushing teeth, etc.) 

 

Documentation of Development 

The staff use many measures to document the development of your child.  Some of these tools 

are artwork, photographs, displays and documentation involving pedagogy and emergent 

curriculum. All documentation will be shared with the family. 

If you have any questions or concerns regarding your child’s development, or would like to see 

what we are working on please ask a staff member at any time. 

 

 

 

Parent Checklist for Child’s First Day of Attendance 

 

Must Have:            All registration forms completed, signed and dated 



 

                                 Immunization form 

                                  Day Care appropriate apparel  

 

Should Have:         Toothbrush for after lunch 

                                 Rubber-soled shoes (no crocs or flip flops) 

                                 A back pack to take art work home daily 

                                 Spare change of clothes 

 

Could Have:           A sleep toy from home 

                                 A blanket for rest time 

 

  

Parent Issues and Concerns Policy 

Policy: 

The St. George children’s Center is committed to keeping a positive open line of communication 

with all our families.  We want every parent and family to feel that their opinion is respected. If 

a parent has any issues with the running of the Center or any staff member these are the 

procedures that will be followed. 

Concern against a staff member 

Procedure: 

1. Voice your concerns with the staff member if you are comfortable in doing so.  The staff 

member will then bring the concern to the Executive Director. 

2. Discuss your concerns with the Executive Director, this can be either by phone, by email 

or by requesting a meeting, if you as a parent are requesting a meeting in person the 

Executive Director will work with you to arrange a date and time that best suits your 

needs. 

3. In the event that a resolution cannot be made the Executive Director will be in contact 

with the President of the Board, either coming to a decision or taking the issue to the 

board as a whole. 

4. After the decision by the President or the Board of Directors has been made, the 

Executive Director will contact the parent. The parents will be contacted no later than 

two business days after the initial concern. 

5. Documentation will be made of the situation and kept in the staff members file.   

6. Decisions will be made depending on the circumstance in regards to disciplinary action 

or termination.  (Depending on severity of situation) 

Concern against the Executive Director 

Procedure: 



 

1. Voice your concerns with the Executive Director if you are comfortable in doing so or 

the appointed staff member that is next in charge. 

2. Concerns can be made through email, phone or a scheduled meeting.  The Executive 

Director, next in charge and parents will meet at a set time that is convenient for the 

family. 

3. If no resolution can be made the Executive Director will contact the President of the 

Board and discuss the situation.  The parent will then have the opportunity to voice 

their concerns to the President of the Board or the Board as a whole. 

4. Documentation will be made of the situation and kept in the Executive Directors file. 

5. Decisions will be made depending on the circumstance regarding disciplinary action or 

termination of the Executive Director.  (Depending on severity of situation) 

Waitlist Policy  

The St George Children’s Center offers OneList which is an online centralized child care registry 

and information service that simplifies the process of applying for child care. 

  
Procedure 

1. The Executive Director will maintain the waitlist through the onelist portal and will 

correspond with families on an on-going basis based on availability.  

 

2. In the event that we have spaces available, and no families on the waitlist, the Executive 

Director will take steps to fill the empty spaces by advertising through social media and 

our website. 

All parents who want their children placed on the Waiting List must complete all information on 

the Onelist Wait List, Brantford, at https://brantford.onehsn.com 

Prohibited Practices Policy and Procedure: 

Policy: 

At the St. George Children Center it is our duty to protect the emotional and physical well-being 

of the children.  We take great pride in making a happy, healthy and safe environment. 

Young children benefit from an affirming approach that encourages positive interaction with 

the other children and with adults, rather than from a negative and punitive approach to 

managing undesirable behavior. 

Procedure: 

The following practices are prohibited in our program 

about:blank


 

1. Corporal punishment of a child 

a) No physical violence such as hitting, spanking, kicking pushing, shoving, grabbing, or 

squeezing of a child.   

2. No physical restraint of a child, such as confining the child to a chair, stroller or other 

device for the purposes of discipline or in lieu of supervision unless for the purposes 

described in the regulation (to prevent self-harm, harm to others and only until risk of 

harm/injury is no longer imminent) 

3. Locking the exits of the childcare center for the purpose of confining the child, or 

confining the area or room without adult supervision, unless such confinement occurs 

during an emergency. 

4. Deliberate use of harsh or degrading measures on a child that would humiliate the child 

or undermine his or her self-respect. 

a) No abusive language, yelling, screaming, name calling, or threats. 

b) No use of harsh or degrading measure, threats or use of derogatory language 

directed at or used in the presence of a child that would humiliate, shame or 

frighten the child. 

5. Depriving or denying the children any basic needs (e.g. food, drink, shelter, sleep, toilet 

use, clothing or bedding) 

a) Children will have a regular bathroom routine and are always allowed to go when 

needed, no child will be refused when needing to use the toilet.  No child shall be 

degraded or humiliated for having an accident, the child will change (with teachers 

assistance if needed) 

b) All children will have a rest time that is their space that is clean, quiet and 

comforting, a teacher will always be present in the room during rest time. 

c) All children will be properly dressed according to the weather, cooler clothes in the 

summer, and warmer clothes in the winter.  

6. Inflicting any bodily harm on children including making children eat or drink against their 

will. 

Staff confirm that these practices are not allowed and do not occur in the program. 

 

 

 Individualize Plan for children with medical needs                                    

Child’s Full Name:                                            Child’s Date of Birth: 

Classroom Teachers: 

Date Individualized Pan Completed: 

Medical Condition(s) 

 Diabetes Seizure Asthma                       Other 

Photo of Child 



 

                                                                                                                                Please Describe: 

                                                                                                                                       

Prevention and Supports 

Storage of Medical 
Devices and 
Medication 
 
 

 

Steps to help reduce 
the risk for causing or 
worsening the Medical 
Condition 
 
 

 

Medical Devices used 
by the child/teacher 
And How to use them. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

A description of the 
supports that will be in 
place to aid the center. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Signs and Symptoms 
of an Allergic Reaction 
or other Medical 
Emergency 

 

 

 

 

 

Procedure if child has 
an Allergic reaction or 
Medical Emergency 

 

Procedure that will be 
followed in the event 
of an evacuation from 
the premises in case of 

 



 

an emergency or in an 
off-site field trip 

 

Additional Information Related to Medical Condition 

 

 

Child’s parent/guardian where involved in the creation of the Medical plan    

Parent/Guardian Signature: 

Print Name: Relationship to Child 
 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

This individual plan will be reviewed yearly or if there is a change.                                                                                                                                                                    

 

Student and Volunteer  

The St. George Children’s Center enjoys having the opportunity to have student and volunteers 

at the Center. 

The Executive Director will form an understanding with the student/volunteer that they are to 

be always accompanied by a staff member when with the children.  Under no circumstances 

will they ever be left alone with a child. 

The Executive Director uses the items on the student and volunteer checklist to give an 

orientation of the Center. 

Please feel free to ask the Executive Director for the full Student and Volunteer Policy. 

No Smoking Policy 

To comply with the “smoke free Ontario Act” The St. George Children’s Center is a smoke free 

zone. 

No one will have any kind of lit tobacco or cannabis products within the building or on the 

center’s property. 

                                                                                                        

Off Premises Activities 

On occasion the children will have the opportunity to attend off premise activities, when a child 

is registered at the center, parents sign a waiver giving the St. George Children’s Center 

permission to take their child for walks off the premises, these walks can include but are not 



 

limited to... nearby parks, around the blocks, grocery store, library or other facilities in St. 

George that are within walking distance. 

If the Children’s Center has planned a special activity that will take the children off of the 

premises by bus, parents will be notified with posters and a permission form that will be 

handed to the families by staff members.  The information will be outlined on the trip 

permission form ex – emergency information, destination, time, transportation and fee if 

applicable. 

Families must return the form to be able to participate in the off premise activity.   

Children will only be transported by bus, staff will never be transported in staff’s personal 

vehicles.  

                                                                                                                     

Inclement Weather 

The St. George Children’s Center strives to run a seamless program with little to no interruption 

in our day to day operations. However occasions may arise that are beyond the Center’s control 

leaving us no alternative but to close. Our closure policy has been carefully developed to ensure 

the safety of both the children and the staff. It meets the requirements imposed on us by the 

Ministry of Education, and our insurance provider. The ultimate determination to close the 

Center is made by the Executive Director in consultation with the Board President.  

The Center will be closed in the following circumstances: 

• At 7:00am when the Center is scheduled to open, the power has been out for 2 hours.  

In the event that power is restored, and the Center is able to safely resume normal 

operations by 10:00am, it will re-open. Families will be contacted at this time.  In the 

event of a power outage at the center during regular business hours that reaches the 

two hour mark the center will close and all parents will be notified by telephone.  

Children will be required to be picked up within 1 hour of notification.  

• Inclement weather that renders the driving conditions unsafe for staff and children to 

arrive and depart the Center. If the determination is made to close the Center prior to 

the start of the day, it will be announced to parents via email, on the radio at CKPC 

92.1FM, and attempts will be made to contact all parents by phone. If the 

determination is made to close the Centre during the day, parents will be contacted by 

phone and email. Children will be required to be picked up within 1 hour of notification. 

• In the event that St. George German Public School is closed due to emergency or 

unforeseen circumstances such as weather or power outage, there will not be an after-

school program. 

The above list is not exhaustive. The Executive Director in consultation with the Board President 

may decide to close the Center for any other reason that calls into question the safety and 

wellbeing of the children and staff. 



 

In the event of closures, regular fees are still due, including any fees paid for summer programs. 

However, any extra fees paid for PA Day or Christmas Holiday care will be applied as a credit to 

the family’s account. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Resources for Parents 

 

Early On Centre: Brant   www.eycbrant.ca  

Telephone# 519-759-3833 

 

Lansdowne Children’s Center   info@lansdownecc.com  

Tel: 519-753-3153 Fax: 519-753-5927  

Toll Free: 1-800-454-7186 

 

Childcare Services  www.brantford.ca   

http://www.brantford.ca/residents/support_services/childrensservices/applyforchildcare/Fina

ncialAssistSubsidy/Pages/default.aspx  

Telephone# (519)759 3330 

 

Ontario Early Years Portal     www.earlyyears.edu.gov.on.ca  

Telephone # 416-325-2929 

Toll-free # 1-800-387-5514 

 

Brant Count Health Unit   www.brantcountyhealthunit.ca  

E-mail: email@bchu.org 

Phone: 519-753-4937 

Fax: 519-753-2140 

 

Woodview Mental Health and Autism Services  https://woodview.ca 

Phone: 905-689-4727 
Fax: 905-689-2474 
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